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Abstract: The multiple-choice knapsack problem is a binary knapsack problem with the addition of disjoint 
multiple-choice onstraints. We describe a branch and bound algorithm based on embedding Glover and Klingman's 
method for the associated linear program within a depth-first search procedure. A heuristic is used to find a starting 
dual feasible solution to the associated linear program and a 'pegging' test is employed to reduce the size of the 
problem for the enumeration phase. Computational experience and comparisons with the code of Nauss and an 
algorithm of Armstrong et al. for the same problem are reported. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Problem definition 
This paper  deals with the solut ion of the mult ip le-choice knapsack  (MCK)  prob lem which is of 
the form: 
maximise  Z = ~'. cjxj, (1) 
j~N 
subject to Y'~ ajxj + x,+ 1 = b, (2) 
j~N 
E xj=l, k M, (3) 
j EN  k 
xj>~O, j~NU(n+ I},  (4) 
xj integer, j ~ N,  (5) 
where N= (1, 2 . . . . .  n}, M= {1, 2 . . . . .  m},  NpNNq=~,p~:q ,p ,  q~MandUk~uNk=N.  
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Eq. (1) will be referred to as the objective function, the coefficients cy as the objective function 
coefficients; (2) as the resource constraint, the coefficients aj as the resource constraint coeffi- 
cients; the index set N k in (3) as the kth multiple-choice s t; m the number of multiple-choice s ts 
and n the total number of 0-1 variables. 
The coefficients (cj, a j ) j  ~ N are assumed to be nonnegative reals with at least one (cj, 
aj) = (0, O), j  ~ N k, for all k ~ M. If this is not the case, then an equivalent problem in which it 
does hold can be obtained as follows. Let ak----minj~Nk aj, C_k=maxjElvk{cj:ay=a_k} and 
multiplying the k th multiple-choice onstraint in (3) by 
(i) _c k and subtracting from the objective function; and by 
(ii) _a k and subtracting from the resource constraint; for all k ~ M results in the desired 
property. (It is still possible that some cj < 0, but the corresponding variables are clearly 
IP-dominated (see.Section 2.1) and can be deleted from further consideration.) 
It is also assumed, and again without loss of generality, that the b coefficient is such that 
0<b< ~-'. (maxaj) ,  
ken  JENk 
since if b < 0 the problem is infeasible and if b = 0 or b >I EkEM(maxj~v, a j) the optimal solution 
is obvious. 
The associated linear programming (LP) multiple-choice knapsack (MCK) problem is defined 
by omitting the requirements (5) from MCK, ie. relaxing the integrality constraints. Its optimal 
objective function value will be denoted by Z. 
1.2. Prevhgusresearch 
The MCK has a number of applications, see for example [5], [8], [15] and the references 
contained therein, and has attracted the attention of a number of researchers. Ibaraki et al. [12], 
Sinha and Zoltners [14], and Armstrong et al. [2] have developed branch and bound algorithms 
based on the LP relaxation MCK. Ibaraki et al. use approximate solutions to the MCK to obtain 
lower bounds. Sinha and Zoltners, and Armstrong et al. use penalties and Beale and Tomlin [6] 
branching in the subproblems generated. 
Both [12] and [14] appear to use very rudimentary reoptimisation methods in the LP-subprob- 
lems. The present paper uses a dual-simplex scheme, due to Glover and Klingman [10], which 
permits rapid reoptimisation of the LP-subproblems. Emphasis is also given on the efficient 
implementation f the appropriate data structures. 
Armstrong et al. [2] have developed the approach of [14] also giving emphasis to data 
structures and storage requirements. Their work bears some resemblance to that contained in this 
paper. However, the computational experience given is limited and we were unable to reproduce 
their results (see Section 5). Moreover their program is only available at a charge of $2000, so we 
were unable to conduct comparisons with their program. Comparisons with their reported 
algorithm (obtained by modifying our own program) however, produced results markedly inferior 
to those given by our own program. 
Nauss [13] developed a branch and bound algorithm based on a different relaxation of MCK 
(Nauss relaxes the multiple-choice constraints (3) and solves the resulting zero-one knapsack 
problem). In section 5 a report is given of a comparison of a program based on the algorithms 
developed in this paper with a program for his own method kindly supplied by Nauss. 
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1.3. Out f ine  o f  paper  
The remainder of this paper is sectioned as follows. Section 2 outlines the algorithms for 
solving and reoptimising MCK. Section 3 outlines the branch and bound procedure and the 
strategies employed therein. Section 4 describes the data structures and their implementation in a 
computer program. Section 5 gives computational experience with this program (written in 
FORTRAN. 77) as implemented on a PRIME 750 computer. (A listing of the program may be 
obtained from the authors). The sixth and final section presents concluding comments. 
2. Solving and reoptimising MCK 
Since the development of the branch and bound procedure of Section 3 relies heavily on 
Glover and Klingman's method for solving MCK it is helpful to summarise the basic ideas used. 
Detailed description of data structures, etc. is deferred to Section 4. 
2.1. Convex  screening,  IP  and  LP  dominance  
Propositions 1 and 2 present wo properties which will be called IP-dominance and LP-domi- 
nance (for proof of propositions see [12]). 
Proposition 1 (IP-dominance). I f  r, s ~ N k wi th  a r >~ a s and  c r ~ Cs, then there are opt ima l  so lut ions  
to MCK and MCK with  x r = O. 
Proposition 2 (LP-dominance). I f  r, s and  t ~ N k w i th  a r < a s < at, c r < c s < c t and  (c s - C r )  / (a  s - 
ar)  ~ (C t -- Cs ) / / (a t  -- as )  then there is an opt ima l  so lut ion to MCK with  x s = O. 
The meaning of Propositions 1 and 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 sketches the 'upper convex 
boundary' of the coefficients (c j, a j), j ~ N k. For convenience this boundary is hereafter termed 
the 'convex hull of Nk' .  
Variables whose coefficients (c  s, as) ,  s ~ N k, fall in the shaded region are LP-dominated as a 
result of Proposition 2 and, therefore, inessential for MCK. Variables whose coefficients (cr, at), 
r ~ N k, fall below the shaded region are IP-dominated as a result of Proposition 1 and, therefore, 
inessential for MCK. 
The term IP-linkage designates a doubly-linked list [11] ordering of the IP undominated 
variables associated with an index set  N k such that a r < a s < a t . . .  and c r < c s < c t . . .  for r, s and 
t~N k. 
The term LP-linkage designates a double-linked list [11] ordering of a sublist of the IP-linkage 
such that ( G - Cr ) / (  as - a , )  > ( c, - cs ) / (  a, - as) .  
2.2. Dua l  feas ib le  so lut ions  
The conditions under which basic solutions (with x~+ 1 nonbasic) to MCK are also dual-feasi- 
ble will now be illustrated. Let NB denote the index set of the nonbasic variables in MCK, and 
NB~, = NB ~ N k for all k ~ M. Since MCK has (m + 1) linearly independent constraints any 
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basic solution has (m + 1) basic variables. It follows that when x,  + a is nonbasic all multiple-choice 
sets nk, except one, have exactly one basic variable, denoted by Xk.. The exceptional multiple- 
choice set, Nq say, contains two basic variables and is termed the fractional multiple-choice set. 
The two fractional basic variables in Nq are denoted by Xql and Xq. where aq/ < aq.. With this 
notation an equivalent form of MCK in which the basic variables are expressed in terms of the 
nonbasic variables can be written 
z+ E E ((ck.-ak.O)-(cj-ajO))x;+Ox.+,=8+BO, 
k~M j~NB k 
(6) 
Xq,+ Z z{  I1)x 
k~M jENBk Ol Xj "}- "~ n+l  ~- ' -~ ,  
(7) 
xq+Z z ( (a'a')) ( -- xy + ~., 1 
kEM j~NB k a jENBq 
k~q 





Fig. 1. IP and LP dominance. 
If'Resource constraint 
coefficient 
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where 
xk .+ Y'. x j= l ,  fo ra l l kEM-{q) ,  (9) 
j~NB~ 
Ol = (aq , -  aq.), fl = b -  ~, ak.,  8 = ~., C k. and 0 = (Cq,-  Cq.)/(]t. 
k~M k~M 
(10) 
Thus for this basic solution to be dual-feasible; the coefficients of the x's, i.e., the 'shadow 
costs', in (6) should be nonnegative. That is 0 >/0 and (c k. - ak.O ) -- (Cj -- ajO) >10,j ~ N k for all 
k ~ M. The meaning of this condition is illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. 
The observations above permit a simple method of obtaining or verifying basic dual-feasible 
solutions to MCK. Thus choose any set to be Nq and any two adjacent points on the convex hull 
of Nq to correspond to the two fractional variables. Let the slope of the edge joining these two 
points be 0. Choose k* in each other set Nk, k ~ M - { q } so that the slope of the convex hull of 
N k to the left of (ck., ak. ) is greater than or equal to 0, and the slope of the convex hull of N k to 
the right of (ck., ak.) is less than or equal to 0. 
Such a dual-feasible solution is also primal-feasible (and hence optimal for MCK) if the 
right-hand sides of (7) and (8), calculated according to the formulae (10), are both non-negative. 
Objective function 
coefficient the line L k of positive 
slope e supports the 
convex hull of N k at the 
point (Ck,, ak. ) 
Ck* 
ak. 
Fig. 2. Mult ip le-choice sets N k, k E M - { q }. 
Resource constraint 
coefficient 
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The slope 0 corresponding to such a solution will be called the optimal slope, 0*, say. For future 
reference note that the quantities in any primal-feasible solution to MCK with x ,  + 1 nonbasic will 
satisfy the inequalities. 
ak.+aq,<~b< ~ ak.+aq.. (11) 
k~M k~M 
k~q k~q 
In particular an optimal solution to MCK with x,+ 1 nonbasic satisfies (11). 
2.3. A starting heuristic IBASIS 
A heuristic to find a starting dual-feasible solution is outlined. The aim of this heuristic is to 
find a dual-feasible solution in which the slope 0 is 'reasonably close' in value to the optimal 
slope 0* for MCK. Armstrong et al. [2] describe a somewhat similar heuristic, but provide no 
justification that it results in a dual-feasible solution, or in what sense it is likely to be close to the 
optimal. 
From Section 2.1 it is clear that only variables in the LP-linkage need to be considered and this 
Objective function 
coefficient 
~ the line Lq of positive slope e supports the convex hull of Nq at the 











I I I 
i I 
aq, aq. 
F ig .  3. Mu l t ip le -cho ice  set  Nq. 
Resource constraint 
coefficient 
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will be assumed in the remainder of Section 2. Now suppose the coefficients (cj, aj) are 
'reasonably random', then the convex hulls of the sets N k should be 'relatively similar', k ~ M. 
Hence it may be expected that each set N k would 'utilise' approximately the same proportion of 
the available right-hand side b of the resource constraint. If the proportions were exactly equal 
this utilisation would be b/m.  Let ako = max{ as: a s <~ b /m,  s ~ N k } for all k ~ M. Such indices 
always exist since if for any k ~ M, a s > b/m for all s ~ N k implies b < 0 and hence the problem 
is infeasible. Consider the lines, L k, of slope 0 k, passing through the points (Cko, ako ), (cstko), 
astkO)) where s(k °) is the next index in the LP-linkage (if k ° is the last index in the LP-linkage 
define 0 k = 0) for all k ~ M. It is shown in Proposition 3 that the slopes of these lines bound the 
optimal slope, 0", for MCK. 
Proposition 3. I f  the points (Cko, ako) are selectedsuch that ako <~ b /m < as~ko)for all k ~ M then 0* 
the optimal slope for MCK satisfies the inequafities: 
min 0 k ~< 0" ~< max 0 k . (12) 
k~M k~M 
Proof. Suppose that (12) does not hold, then one of the following two cases must hold: 
Case 1. O k > 0" for all k ~ M. This implies that k*, the index of the optimal basic variable in 
N k is located to the right of k ° in the LP-linkage, i.e., ak0 < astk0) ~ ak., for all k ~ M. (In the case 
of Nq, aqo < as(qO ) <~ aq, < aq..)  Thus, 
E ak°<~b< ~, ak*+aq '< E ak* 
k~M k~M,k~q k~M 
which contradicts (11). Therefore, 0* >1 mink~MO k. 
Case 2. 0 k < 0* for all k ~ M. This implies that k*, the index of the optimal basic variable in 
N k is located on or to the left of k ° in the LP-linkage, i.e., a k. ~< ako < a~ko ). Thus 
E ak*= E ak*q-aq*<~ E ak°<~b 
k~M kEM, k~q k~M 
which again contradicts (11). Therefore 0* ~< maxke M O k. This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. Proposition 3 implies that the average of the Ok'S, 0 may be used as a 'good' estimate 
of 0* since (12) is always satisfied if 0 replaces 0". Other options are available .g. the median of 
the 0k's is also a 'good' estimate of 0" and in this case Step 4 in the following heuristic would be 
superfluous. 
The heuristic, IBASIS, proceeds in four steps 
IBASIS 
Step 1. Determine the points (CkO, ako ) and slopes O k satisfying ako <~ b /m < astko ~, for all k ~ M. 
Step 2. SetO~ ~ Ok/m. 
k~M 
Step 3. Determine a point (Ck., a k.) at which 0 supports the convex hull of N k for all k ~ M. 
Setting the corresponding variable x k. = 1 for all k ~ M gives a dual-feasible solution 
which will not in general be basic. 
Step 4. Adjust the above dual-feasible solution by simultaneously 'rotating' the lines L k (see 
Figs. 2 and 3) anticlockwise around the convex hull of Nk, k ~ M, until one of them, Lq, 
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coincides with a facet of the convex hull of Nq. Let q', q* ~ Nq be the indices of the 
points defining the facet and Oq, the slope of the facet, be the initial estimate of 0". Note 
that an anticlockwise rotation corresponds to an increase in 0, a clockwise rotation 
corresponds to a decrease in 0. 
2.4. The dual-simplex procedure and reoptimisation 
The dual-simplex procedure as specialised to MCK (for a formal description see [10]) is 
outlined from a geometrical viewpoint. Starting from the dual-feasible solution provided by 
IBASIS the lines L k are simultaneously 'rotated' (see Step 4 of IBASIS) clockwise (if the 
right-hand side of (8) is negative) around the convex hulls of N k, k ~ M. Each rotation 
corresponds to the coincidence of one of the supporting lines Lq with a facet of the convex hull of 
the fractional multiple-choice s t Nq. At each rotation the basic dual-feasible solution is updated 
and the iterative process terminates when the 'current' dual-feasible solution is also primal-feasi- 
ble (when the righthand side of (7) and (8) are both nonnegative) and hence optimal. 
In the branch and bound procedure to be outlined in Section 3 reoptimisation of MCK is 
required when constraints of the following type are appended to the problem: 
Xq. = 1 (13) 
or Xq. = 0, (14) 
where Xq. is a fractional variable in the 'current' optimal solution to MCK. This reoptimisation is 
carried out by modifying the dual-simplex procedure above. 
If constraint (13) is appended to the problem then effectively the multiple-choice set Nq is 
deleted from the problem and the solution (putting Xq, = O, Xq. = 1) becomes infeasible (Y-k~ Mak • 
> b) with the righthand side of (8) negative. The solution can then be 'adjusted' in a manner 
similar to Step 4 of IBASIS and the dual-simplex procedure used to reoptimise the new problem. 
If constraint (14) is appended to the problem then effectively the index q* is deleted from the 
set Nq and the solution (putting Xq. -- 1, Xq. = 0) becomes nonbasic. The LP-linkage between q' 
and s(q*), the successor to q*, updated to account for the deletion of q*. The solution can then 
be 'adjusted' in a manner similar to Step 4 of IBASIS (in this case 'rotating' clockwise) and the 
dual-simplex procedure used to reoptimise the new problem. 
In the 'backtracking' phase of the branch and bound procedure outlined in Section 3 
consideration is also required for relaxing constraints of the above type which were previously 
appended. This is readily achieved by methods imilar to those just described. 
3. The branch and bound procedure 
Branch and bound procedures are commonly used to solve integer programming problems (see 
[7,8]). The branch and bound procedure for solving MCK presented in this paper is of a fairly 
standard type and consists of solving a structured hierarchy of subproblems. Each branch 
corresponding to a subproblem, MCK~oDE , say, of MCK is generated from its predecessor by 
adding an appropriate constraint. The corresponding subproblem relaxation MCKNoDE is solved 
to obtain an upper bound ZNODE on the optimal value of Z. Termination of a branch occurs 
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when one of the usual 'fathoming' rules (see [7]) apply, i.e., 
(a) ZNODE < ZINCUMBENT; 
(b) 'current' MCKNoDE solution is integer (Xq -----0) and ZINCtJMBENT is updated; or 
(c) 'current' MCKNoDE solution is infeasible. 
When any branch is terminated, the next subproblem considered is chosen by the LIFO policy, 
i.e., a depth-first search. 
3.1. The branching phase 
The branching scheme adopted in the branch and bound procedure is depth-first search. Other 
schemes are obviously possible but the simplicity of depth-first search made it an obvious first 
choice. Whenever an optimal solution to MCKrqoo E is found and the NODE cannot be fathomed 
* in the current then a new subproblem is generated by 'branching on' the fractional variable xq 
optimal solution. The following strategies have been investigated (computational results are 
reported in Section 5). 
(a) 'Branching through one', the constraints Xq = 1 is appended to the current subproblem 
prior to subsequent backtracking and then 'branching through zero', the constraint Xq---0 is 
appended to the current subproblem. 
(b) 'Branching through zero', the constraint x~ = 0 is appended to the current subproblem 
prior to subsequent backtracking and then 'branching through one', the constraint Xq = 0 is 
appended to the current subproblem. 
(c) Beale-Tomlin [6] branching, the constra int  ~_,j~Nq,j~.to fight of qOo. Xj = 1 appended to the 
current subproblem prior to subsequent backtracking and then branching by the constraint 
Ej~Nq j-'at and to ~eft of qO.. xj = 1 appended to the current subproblem where q0 is as defined in 
SectiOn 3.2 below. 
(d) Beale-Tomlin branching in conjunction with the criterion for selection of the first branch 
to be explored as proposed by Armstrong et al. [2]. 
Note. In the case of (c) and (d) the subsequent reoptimisation f the MCKNoDE can be achieved 
in a manner similar to that employed when the constraint (14) is appended to the current 
subproblem. In this case several indices are deleted from the set Nq prior to updating of the 
LP-linkage. 
3.2. The bounding phase 
Upper bound on the optimal value of Z. In this paper the upper bound on the optimal value of Z 
is simply Z the optimal value of MCK. 
Lower bound on the optimal value of Z. A lower bound is calculated in the following manner. 
From Section 2.2 inequalities (11) hold when an optimal solution to MCKsoDE is found. The left 
hand inequality in (11) corresponds to an obvious feasible solution to MCK and, therefore, an 
attempt is made to 'utilise' the slack in this inequality by finding an index in the IP-linkage, 
qO ~ Nq, with a q, < a qo < a q. such that 
E ak* q- aqo ~< b < ~ ak.  -k as,(qO )
k~M kEM 
k,~q k-~q 
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where s'(q °) is the successor index to q0 in the IP-linkage. A lower bound is then given by 
ZLB = Z Ck* "1- CqO. 
k~M 
k~q 
In each subproblem, ZLB is calculated and ZINCUMBEN r is updated when possible. If the 
incumbent is updated then a search is made for a stronger lower bound using a special case of the 
'single-complement' technique of Balas and Martin [4]. An outline of its implementation is as 
follows: 
SINGLE 
for i ~-- 1 to m do 
setxk .~ l  for a l l k~M-{ i}  
set i ° ~ predecessor f i* in the IP-linkage of N i 
while ~'~k~M,k'~i ak* + ai° > b do 
set i ° ~ predecessor f i ° in the IP-linkage of N i 
repeat 
set ZLn (--)'~k~M,k~,i Ck* "~ Ci° 
set ZINCUMI~ENT (--" maximum( ZIr~CUMSENT, ZLB } 
repeat. 
end. 
3.3. A pegging test, PEGTO0 
In Section 2.1 IP- and LP-dominance was used to eliminate variables that are inessential to the 
optimal solutions to MCK and MCK respectively. The elimination of variables inessential to 
MCK is further strengthened by using a 'pegging test' before and (optionally) during the branch 
and bound procedure. This test is derived as follows. Consider the Lagrangian dual relaxation 
(see [9]) LDR x of MCK. 
subject o ~'~ xj = 1 for all k ~ M, 
jEN~ 
where h >/0 is a specified Lagrangian multiplier. It is well known that this is related to the LP 
relaxation MCK (see [9]) and it follows that p(h) >/Z for all h >/0, and p(h*) = minx>~0(v(h)) = 
when h* is the optimal Lagrangian multiplier. It can be shown (see [9]) that h* = 0* where 0* is 
defined in Section 2.3. Let Xk. = 1, for all k ~ M now denote an optimal solution to LDR x. 
Setting xk.  = O, xj  = 1, X r = O, j ,  r ~ N k, j ~ r then (in fairly obvious notation) 
p( k lx  j = 1) = p( h ) + ( cj - haj)  - ( Ck. -- ha k. ) >1 Z(  xj  = 1) 
When k = k*, i.e., p(h*) = Z then 
2 +(c j -  h*a j ) - (ck . -  h*ak. ) >1Z(x j= 1). 
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If ZLB is any_lower bound for Z in MCK then x j, for_any j ~ N k, k ~ M,  can be set to zero 
without loss if Z(  xj  = 1) ~ ZLB which is certainly true if Z + ( cj - h*aj) - ( c k, - ~.*ak,  ) ~ ZLB. 
Thus, if (c k, - O*ak ,  ) -- (C j  --  O*a j )  >1 Z - ZLB = A say, then xj  can be 'pegged to zero', i.e., 
deleted from MCK. 
The procedure, PEGTO0 may be outlined from a geometrical viewpoint. See Fig. 4. Any point 
lying a vertical distance greater than or equal to A below the optimal supporting line L k of slope 
0* is pegged to zero, i.e., all points below or on the line L~,. 
It is hoped that as a result of this procedure a 'reasonable' fraction of the variables can be 
pegged to zero before the branching phase starts (it is obvious that the number of variables 
pegged to zero is dependent on the sharpness of the lower bound). 
Two strategies for this test have been investigated (computational results are reported in 
Section 5): 
(a) PEGTO0 used once only prior to the branching phase; or 
(b) PEGTO 0 used in every subproblem. 
Remark 2 The deletion of IP-dominating variables may require additional book-keeping, eg. 
updating of the IP- and LP-linkages. For example, in Fig. 4, if the point a is deleted then point f
Objective function 
coefficient 
The line L k of optimal slope e* 
supports the convex hull of N k 
a,tlthe point labelled c 
The Line L k' 
Fig. 4. Variables pegged to zero. 
"-Resource constraint 
coefficient 
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becomes the first point in the IP-linkage and LP-linkage and the LP-linkage updated between 
points f and b. Clearly, the deletion and reinstatement of variables conditionally pegged to zero in 
subproblems will also require additional book-keeping operations of this kind. 
4. Data structures and implementation 
In order to implement the various procedures efficiently, adequate data structures must be 
used. For more details on the data structures used see [11]. The data structures used by the 
procedures are determined by the three major types of entity involved namely the variables xj, 
j ~ N; the multiple-choice s ts N k, k ~ M; and the nodes of the branch and bound search tree, 
NODE. In Figs. 5-8 an arrow indicates that the data item is a pointer to an entity of the stated 
type. 
4.1. Data structures for entities 
Variables. Associated with each variable xj, j ~ N, is the following record of data items (see 
Fig. 5). The first and second pointers point to the predecessor and successor espectively of 
variable xj in the IP-linkage (p ' ( j )=  0 if variable xj is the first variable in the IP-linkage, 
s ' ( j )  = 0 if variable xj is the last variable in the IP-linkage). 
The third and fourth pointers point to the predecessor and successor respectively of variable xi 
in the LP-linkage (with obvious meaning for p ( j )  = 0 and s ( j )  = 0). 
There are three levels of structuring associated with the procedures and a variable has to 
qualify for at least one of these levels: 
(a) level 1: variables which are IP-dominated; 
(b) level 2: variables which are LP-dominated, but IP-undominated; or
(c) level 3: variables which are LP-undominated. 
During the branch and bound phase, variables may be temporarily 'suspended' as they are 
branched upon, i.e., they disappear from levels 2 and 3. Consequently other variables may change 
from level 2 to level 3. However, in all cases, their associated ata must be left intact so that they 
can be reinstated correctly on 'backtracking'. The double-linked lists used in levels 2 and 3 allow 
the rapid 'suspension' and 'retrieval' of variables in this way. 
Multiple-Choice Sets. Associated with each multiple-choice set N k, k ~ M, is the following 
aj cj p'(j) s'(j) p(j) s(j) 
I 
variable variable 
~ . -  
Level l Level 2 
variable variable 
~'~ .... ~F 
Level 3 
Fig. 5. Data structure for variables. 
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record of data items (see Fig. 6). The first pointer points to the variable Xk.. The second pointer 
points to the variable in N k that has the value 1 in the incumbent solution to MCK. The third and 
fourth data items are defined as follows: 
'forward slope':fslope = ( cstj) - c j ) / (  astj ) - aj) (zero if s ( j )  = 0), 
'backward slope':bslope -- ( cptj) - c j ) / (  apt j ) -  aj) (+ oo i fp ( j )  = 0). 
The third and fourth pointers point into two subsidiary data structures stored as linear arrays, 
the 'max (or forward) heap' denoted by fheap, and the 'm in (or backward) heap' denoted by 
bheap. These have the form shown in Fig. 7. Note that the heap ordering is by the slopes (fslope 
of bslope) of the sets pointed to, rather than the entries themselves. Since fractional multiple-choice 
sets may be temporarily 'suspended' as the branch and bound phase progresses the data 
associated with the multiple-choice s ts will be continually changing. The two way pointers, e.g. 
heapf, fheap, may be used to facilitate the rapid retrieval and updating of the data blocks 
associated with the multiple-choice s ts. 
Nodes. Each node in the branch and bound search tree is implicitly associated with an array 
position NODE in an array which essentially implements a simple push-down stack. Associated 
with each stack item NODE is the following item of data records (see Fig. 8). 
The first pointer points to the fractional variable Xq. which is to be branched upon. The 
basic incum fslope bslope heapf heapb 
variable variable "max heap . . . .  min heap" 
Fig. 6. Data structure for multiple-choice s ts. 
set set set 








f ix  slope 
Fig. 8. Data structure for stack items. 
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second pointer points to the multiple choice set Nq to which the index q* belongs. The third data 
item is given the values 0 to 1 according to the branch taken, i.e., Xq. = O, Xq. = 1. The fourth 
data item records the 'current' optimal slope associated with MCKNooE and together with fix is 
used as an aid in backtracking. 
Branching 'pushes' down the stack while backtracking 'pops' the stack (possibly more than 
once since several subproblems may become fathomed at one go). The implementation f the 
optional strategy of 'pegging' variables is implemented in a similar manner, i.e., 'pushed down' 
with the newly pegged variables on branching and 'popped' on backtracking. 
Clearly, the meaning of the nodes on the stack will change as the branch and bound search 
proceeds ince the stack only identifies unfathomed nodes. The data structures outlined are 
sufficient o represent a depth-first search but, for a more general branching strategy, a more 
complex data structure of a tree type would be needed. 
4.2. IP- and LP-linkage 
The doubly-linked IP- and LP-linkages allow the rapid scan of the coefficients (cj, a j), j ~ N k, 
k ~ M and also the efficient suspension and retrieval of variables. The establishment of the 
IP-linkage is carried out in two stages. Stage one sorts the coefficients aj, j  ~ N in non-decreasing 
order (see [11, HEAPSORT]). Note that the variable entities themselves are not swapped with 
one another as in 'pure' HEAPSORT but rather the pointers '( j) (and subsequently the pointers 
p'( j)  are established). Stage two deletes all IP-dominated variables. The establishment of the 
IP-linkage is done prior to the LP-linkage, since it clearly facilitates the formation of the 
LP-linkage. 
4.3. Solving MCK 
Section 2.4 outlined the dual-simplex procedure used to solve MCK. The dual-simplex 
procedure operates only on the data structures for the variables and multiple-choice sets as 
defined in Section 4.1. The procedure selects the incoming basic variable according to the 
direction the lines are rotated. To do this it is necessary to be able to select the minimum 
backward slope or the maximum forward slope at each iteration. Since this step is repeated 
frequently, it is more efficient o store these slopes in heap structures [11]. The algorithm used to 
'heapify' the slopes is as in [11, p. 67], with the exception that the keys of the corresponding 
slopes (i.e., indices of the multiple-choice s ts) are swapped with each other rather than the slopes 
themselves. The 'heapf' and 'heapb' pointers are used here together with the heap arrays 'fheap' 
and 'bheap'. This is done because the interest is in the identity of the multiple-choice s t which 
will be the new fractional multiple-choice s t. These heaps must obviously be updated from one 
iteration to the next. Algorithm ADJUST [11, p. 67], is used for this purpose. (The multiple-choice 
set index is used as a secondary key to resolve ties.) 
4.4. Branching 
As outlined in Section 3.1 all the branching strategies investigated can be implemented by 
'branching through one' or 'branching through zero'. It may be noted that there is a kind of 
symmetry between branching through one and through zero. Branching through one allows the 
'suspension' (or temporary deletion) of the multiple-choice set Nq until it is 'backtracked' to, 
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while branching through zero allows the 'suspension' (or temporary deletion) of the variable Xq. 
until it is 'backtracked' to. Similarly, in solving the resulting MCKr~oD E the backward slopes are 
needed when Xq. = 1 is appended and the forward slopes are needed when Xqo = 0 is appended. 
It is clearly necessary to have data structures which enable the storing and updating of both 
slopes in an efficient and rapid fashion. The heap structures of Section 4.3 allow this to be done, 
though the updating operations needed are slightly more extensive. These operations are 
implemented as in [11] (INSERT, p. 63 and ADJUST, p. 67). In 'suspending' the variable Xq. 
(i.e., Xqo = 0), the pointers for the variables corresponding to s'(q*) and p'(q*) are adjusted by 
setting them to point each other. The convex hull of Nq is then updated by reforming the 
LP-linkage between q' and s(q*) (or p'(q*) if q* is the last index in the LP-linkage. In 
'suspending' the multiple-choice s t Nq (i.e., setting Xqo = 1) the heaps and their corresponding 
pointers are adjusted by swapping these pointers with those corresponding to the last entries and 
reducing the sizes of the heaps each by one. The heaps are then reformed using INSERT and/or 
ADJUST [11]. 
Remark 3. In 'suspending' the variable Xqo, the pointers p(q*), s(q*), p'(q*) and s'(q*) are left 
* In 'suspending' Nq, the corresponding pointers are unchanged which helps in reinstating Xq. 
changed to indicate that its current slopes are to be found at the end of the current heap arrays 
(before they are reduced). This again helps in reinstating it. 
Remark 4. In updating the heaps while pivoting forward (say) it is obvious that the maximum 
slope in the forward slopes will be the minimum slope in the backward slopes. Advantage is 
taken of this fact in implementing the heap operations. A similar approach is used in pivoting 
backwards, and in 'suspending' of a multiple-choice s t or a variable. 
Remark 5. When the option of 'pegging' at every subproblem is employed, the data structures 
corresponding to the variables (Fig. 5) are updated for every such variable, but the data 
structures for the sets (Figs. 6 and 7) only need updating when either the predecessor successor 
to the current basic variable is pegged. The reverse operation must then be carried out when 
backtracking. 
4.5. Backtracking 
Backtracking is the complementary operation to branching. As in branching, there are 
similarities between backtracking through one and through zero. Backtracking through zero uses 
the backward slopes to solve the resulting MCKNooE, while backtracking through one uses the 
forward slopes. Thus most of the operations of backtracking simply reverse those of branching. 
In '  reinstating' the variable xq., the pointers p'(s'( q* )), s'( 'p ( q* )), p ( s ( q* )) and s ( p ( q* )) are all 
set to point to q*. Correspondingly in reinstating the multiple-choice s t Nq, the size of the heaps 
are increased by one and updated using INSERT [1]. (See Remark 3 above.) 
5. Computational experience 
The branch-and-bound algorithm was implemented through a program written in FORTRAN 
77 and tested on a PRIME 750 computer. The times reported are in seconds. I /O  time, together 
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with time for sorting the coefficients and establishing the IP-linkage is excluded. 
The test problems were randomly generated. The (integer) constraint and objective function 
coefficients were independently generated from a uniform distribution on an interval with lower 
limit 100 and of fixed (but selectable) width. However, the generator disallowed the repetition of 
coefficients within a multiple-choice set in such a way as to comply with the IP-linkage. Then b, 
the right-hand-side of (2), was calculated as follows: 
b= ~_, {(minjEN,(aj)+maxj~Nk(aj)). 
k~M 
Initial analysis was carded out on the performance of the routine PEGTO0 for implementing 
the pegging test of subsection 3.3 and the routine IBASIS of subsection 2.3 for determining an 
initial basic dual-feasible solution. Table 1 shows a significant proportion of IP-dominating 
variables are pegged to zero prior to any branching. Table 1 also shows the number of iterations 
needed to solve MCK starting from the basis given by IBASIS. 
Table 2 shows the results of further analysis on various features of the program and possible 
modifications to it. The key to the program versions in columns 1 to 6 of Table 2 is as follows: 
(1) Without SINGLE, or PEGTO0 at every node. 
(2) With SINGLE, but without PEGTO0 at every node. 
(3) With both S INGLE and PEGTO0 at every node. 
(4) As program (3), but with Beale-Tomlin [6] branching. 
(5) As program (4), but with Armstrong et al. [2] branch selection rule. 
(6) Program modified to implement algorithm of Armstrong et al. [2]. 
It will be observed that the incorporation of the routine S INGLE (described in Section 3.2) to 
improve the incumbent at each update, significantly reduces computational times and numbers of 
Table 1 
Number of Number per Range % of IP-dominating No. of 
variables m/c set width variables pegged to zero iterations 
250 5 400 56.4 64.4 
125 400 48.9 5.6 
5 3200 37.4 59.8 
125 3200 56.8 7.0 
1000 5 400 41.16 255.6 
125 400 47.4 23.2 
5 3200 55.88 245.8 
125 3200 62.5 21.6 
4000 5 400 46.0 1001.4 
125 400 39.5 90.4 
5 3200 51.0 987.6 
125 3200 35.47 76.6 
8000 5 400 51.8 1990.8 
125 400 55.12 188.8 
5 3200 55.16 1980.4 
125 3200 63.84 174.0 
Each row is the average of five problems. 
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nodes in the search tree. Also the inclusion of the routine PEGTO0 (described in section 3.3), at 
every node, rather than only at the root, leads to further reductions for problems with large 
multiple-choice s ts, but appears worse for problems with very small sets. Our program therefore 
includes the facility for pegging at every node as an option. (We recommend that this option is 
used for problems having, say, at least 25 variables per set.) The choice of branching strategy was 
also examined. The method employed in our program is to always branch first by setting the 
fractional variable with large resource coefficient o 1. (We examined the strategy of always 
setting this variable to zero, and found no significant difference, though this is not reported here.) 
The other two comparisons hown are for two different branching strategies. The first uses 
Beale-Tomlin [6] branching, branching first to the 'right' of the fractional variable with small 
resource coefficient. The second uses Beale-Tomlin branching in conjunction with the criterion 
for selection of the first branch to be explored as proposed by Armstrong et al. [2]. In all other 
respects both of these modified programs were the same as our own. The results indicate that the 
first of these modifications produces mall improvements in most cases, the second produces 
larger improvements in the majority of cases but is substantially worse in a few. Since neither 
appears to dominate the strategy we have implemented in terms of computation time, we have 
not offered these facilities. However, the program is coded in a flexible way, so as to allow 
different branching strategies to be incorporated by the user, if so desired. 
We have also attempted to compare our program with methods proposed in the literature. This 
proved difficult since, of those authors contacted, only R. Nauss was willing to supply actual 
code. Table 3 gives a comparison of a very rudimentary form of our algorithm (without the 
routines SINGLE and PEGTO0) with Nauss' program, it is obvious that our program is 
markedly superior to Nauss', even in this form. We do not claim that Nauss' program is a 
state-of-the-art code, but was the only one available for comparison. 
We also wished to conduct a comparison with the recently published method of Armstrong et 
al. [2]. For reasons already explained we could not obtain actual code. We therefore modified our 
own program so as to implement the algorithm described in [2]. (This approximates their version 
7.) The results are shown in Table 2 column 6. Clearly our program (run with the recommenda- 
Table 3 
Number of Number per Range Nauss' Rudimentary 
variables m/c-set width algorithm algorithm 
200 5 50 0.937 0.359 
10 100 1.325 0.933 
20 200 1.313 0.541 
40 400 1.928 1.236 
500 10 100 3.351 1.194 
25 250 7.655 2.144 
50 500 52.866 4.573 
100 1000 23.078 4.683 
1000 50 500 655.339 11.965 
100 1000 163.208 15.494 
200 2000 418.137 41.347 
Each row is the average of ten problems, time reported in seconds. 
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tion above regarding pegging at every node in relation to size of the multiple-choice sets) is 
demonstrably superior. However, we were puzzled by the fact that this program was unable to 
obtain results anywhere nearly as good as those reported in [2], particularly with regard to the 
numbers of nodes generated. We can only suppose that the test problems of [2], which are not 
clearly described, differ from our own. 
6. Conclusions 
We believe that our results show that the use of appropriate data structure allows the 
development of an efficient branch-and-bound code for the MCK problem, and, moreover, lead 
us to suggest that in practice the MCK problem (contrary to worse-case complexity analysis [1]) 
is not computationally difficult. We believe further that the program we have developed 
represents the current state of the art in this area, and we are willing to supply any interested 
researcher with a copy. 
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